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Credits: The actual genesis of this workshop started long ago with a series of on-going 

conversations between myself, Larry “Mac” McDonald and Jim Rich. The three of us were 

fortunate enough to have met each other in the early 1980’s - almost 30 years ago. Jim grew 

up in Wilmington, North Carolina; Mac in Turkey Creek, Florida, and I grew up in a small 

town on the west coast – Los Angeles.   

 

“Thanks, guys!” 

	  	  
	  



  
“Cardio-Active Physical Education: Standards-Based and Standing Room Only” 

Workshop Schedule 
 

Time: Activities Resources: 

9:00-10:00 Welcome, Ice Breakers, and Workshop 
Overview 

Artie’s Handout and State 
Standards DVD 

10:00-10:15 BREAK Restrooms! 

10:15-11:00 VPE Pilot School District  
Overview, Part 1 (El Paso, TX Model) 

VPE Pilot PowerPoint, VPE 
Pilot PDF, 5-min video found 
at http://www.virtualpe.net/ 

11:00-11:15 BREAK Restrooms! 

11:15-12:00 The ABC’s of Standards-Based 
Assessment: Benchmarks & Rubrics 

Teaching PE Power 
Standards Guides – K-2, 3-5, 

6-8, HS; Power Standards 
PDF, Grade-by-Grade 

Benchmarks and Rubrics 
Excel file 

12:00-1:00  PM LUNCH Restaurants at the Mall 

1:00 – 1:15 VPETouch Overview Download the VPETouch 
Video found HERE.  

1:15 – 2:00 PM VPE Pilot School District  
Overview, Part 2 (Jackson/Macon 

Model) 

VPE PowerPoint, Grade-by-
Grade Benchmarks and 

Rubrics Excel file 

2:00-2:15 BREAK Restrooms! 

2:15-3:00 PM High-Yield Physical Education 
(HYPE) 

Activities (Rich and Kamiya) 

HYPE Handout and 
PowerPoint 

 
 

3:00-3:15 BREAK Restrooms! 

3:15-4:00 PM Closing Activities, Sharing Circle, 
Group Picture 

• Artie Kamiya’s Wonderful 
and Random PE Blog,                               

• Artie’s Facebook,                               
• Carol M White PEP Grant 

Newsletter 
 
Contact Info: Artie Kamiya, President & Founder 

Great Activities Publishing Company 
www.greatactivities.net 
(800) 927-0682 
artie@greatactivities.net 



All About HYPE (High-Yield Physical Education) 
 

High-Yield Physical Education (HYPE) restructures the typical physical education class 

by incorporating the following lesson elements: 

 •  Instant Activity/Warm-Up Activity 

 •  Active Roll Call 

 •  Circuit Training 

 •  Skill Instruction 

 •  Small-Sided Game Play/Lead-Up Game 

 •  Closure/Cool-Down/Stretching 

The HYPE Lesson Elements 

• Instant Activity: This is an activity designed to get the students engaged “as 

soon as the first student comes out of the locker room” and/or get the students 

moving as soon as they enter the gym. This activity usually uses music.  This is 

about 2-3 minutes long, just enough time to complete the “active roll call.” 

 

• Warm-Up Activity: This is an activity designed to increase heart rate, blood 

circulation, and maximize the percentage of time students are in “moderate to 

vigorous physical activity” (MVPA).  Many times, the instant activity can also 

serve as a warm-up activity too.  

 

• Active Roll Call: Unlike the traditional “passive roll call,” an “active roll call” is 

a strategy where the teacher takes attendance while the students are engaged in 

the instant activity or warm-up activity. 

 

• Circuit Training: This is an activity where the students perform strength and 

muscle endurance exercises with and/or without equipment. 

 

• Skill Instruction: This is the “core content” skill instruction that is taught with 

students having a piece of equipment (e.g., if teaching dribbling skills, each 

student would have a basketball or a ball that bounces). 



 

• Small-Sided Game Play: This is the “application” portion of the lesson where 

the students use the skills in a small-sided game or game-like situation. 

 

• Closure/Cool-Down/Stretching: This reinforces the appropriate practice of 

stretching while the body is warm and serves as a way to “wrap-up” the class. 

Some teachers end class with a “group shout” (e.g., “Effort!”) in the same 

manner used with athletic teams. 

 

Research-Based Benefits 

 

There are numerous benefits associated with physical education programs incorporating 

the HYPE elements.  These include: 

 

 • Decreasing student BMI (body mass index) levels. 

 • Increasing student fitness levels. 

 • Increasing the numbers of students making progress  

  toward identified state physical education standards. 

 • Increasing the percentage of time students are physical  

  activity during physical education class time. 

 • Increasing student participation and satisfaction. 

 • Increasing teacher satisfaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



HYPE Instructional Principles 

 

Basic HYPE Principles: There are five basic underlying instructional principles for 

HYPE.  These include:  

 

(1) “Down Time is Bad Time.” Minimize any down time during the class.  

 

(2) “If You Don’t Work Them, They’ll Work You!” Keep the students on-task, they’ll 

be less likely to “work you.” 

 

(3) “No Sitting.” Students never (or rarely) sit in a HYPE physical education class. 

 

(4) “140 = MVPA.” Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) occurs when heart 

rate is above 140 beats/minute. When students are at this level for 50% of your class, a 

greater percentage of body fat is burned.  

 

(5) “Everyone Has Equipment.” HYPE programs have enough equipment for every 

student. 

 

 

 



Sample HYPE Lesson 

 

Background: Here’s an example of a HYPE structured lesson using a teacher-designed 

formation called the “Belt Line.” 

 

Get on the Belt Line (Grades 3-8) 

 

Equipment Needed:   • Cones, Polyspots, Balls 

    • Locomotor signs 

    • Fitness circuit signs 

    • Music 

   

Set-Up: Place the cones and polyspots as shown below to create the Belt Line consisting 

of an outer and inner track. 

 

 
 

 

 



Instant Activity (Walkie-Talkie): Upon entering the activity area all of the students 

will walk at a brisk pace in a counter clockwise direction using the  “outer belt line.”  

Music from the CD/cassette player will dictate the pace.  During this time, the teacher is 

positioned at a corner of the gym and will visually take attendance as the students pass 

by.  Students are allowed to walk/talk with 1 - 2 friends as long as they are able to keep 

pace to the music. 

 

 
 
 
Warm-Up Activity #1 (4 Corners): Once attendance has been taken, the teacher will 

direct the students to move according to the signs placed on each of the four outer cones.  

The signs indicate four different locomotor movements (i.e.. run, slide, grapevine. skip). 

Students change movements as they move from one corner to another.   

 
For example, the students would skip until they come to the corner with the “Grapevine” 

sign.  From this corner, they perform the grapevine step until they come to the next 



cone.  A different locomotor skill is performed from cone to cone. Again, the purpose of 

the warm-up activities is to elevate a student’s heart rate to 140 beats/minute as to 

increase MVPA to 50% of the class time.   

 

Warm-Up Activity #2 (The Inner Belt Line): Direct the students to  find a partner and 

walk side-by-side around the outer belt line. Once everyone has a partner, they select a 

polyspot and stand on opposite sides, facing each other.  One partner faces to the 

outside, the other faces to the inside. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Meeting Spots: This polyspot is the “meeting spot” for each partner. Now, the students 

who are facing out start to power walk clockwise on the inner belt line.  The students 

facing in start to jog around the outer belt line going counter clockwise.   

 

When the partners get back to the “meeting spot,” they give each other a “high-five” and 

then exchange places (from outer beltline to inner belt line, inner belt line to outer) and 

continue moving in opposite directions by power walking or jogging as shown on the 

following page. 



 
 
 
 
Skill Instruction #1 (Partner Basketball Pass): Once the students are comfortable with 

the concept of the “meeting spot,” have the students in the inner belt line get a basketball 

from the center area. Review the proper way perform a chest and bounce pass. The 

students practice the passes with their partner. The chest pass is performed over the 

polyspot and the bounce pass is performed so that it hits the polyspot as it bounces. 

 

 



Circuit Training (Exit Ramp): After practicing the chest and bounce passes, the 

students in the inner belt line dribble the balls in a clockwise direction and back to the 

“meeting spot.” At the same time, the students in the outer belt line begin jogging 

counter clockwise.  When they get to the first corner cone, they “exit” and perform the 

exercise indicated on the cone.   

 
 

Four new cones with fitness circuit signs [i.e., Do 5 Push-Ups, Do 10 Oblique Crunches, 

Do 10 Seated Rows (with latex bands), Do 10 Reverse Sit-Ups] were placed there by the 

teacher as the students were doing the basketball passes.  When the exercises are 

completed, the student continues to jog around the outer belt line and meets his partner 

at the “meeting spot.”  The basketball is exchanged and the two students change places.  

The student who was on the outer belt line now dribbles the basketball as his partner 

jogs to the first cone and exits to perform the indicated exercise. 

 

  
 



When doing the exercises, the students need to stay clear of the joggers.  Only one “exit 

ramp” is taken during each round.  For example, if a student exits at the “10 Seated 

Rows,” he does the ten seated rows using the latex bands then proceeds to jog around 

the other three cones and back to meet his partner.  On the next round, the student jogs 

to the second cone (Reverse Sit-Ups).  This continues until every student has completed 

four rounds and has performed the exercises at each “exit ramp.” 

 

Skill Instruction #2 (Partner Speed Dribble): After reviewing proper dribbling 

techniques, the students on the outer belt line are signaled to start running counter 

clockwise. At the same time, their partner starts dribbling in and out of the cones.  One 

point is awarded to the player who gets back to the “meeting spot” first.  Continue by 

changing places and play several rounds. 

 

Small-Sided/Game-Like Play (Ball Tag): The students pass the basketball back and 

forth to their partner.  During this time, music is being played.  When the music stops, 

the players with the basketball starts dribbling the ball anywhere in the gym.  The 

players without the ball close their eyes.  After about five seconds, the teacher will 

shout, “go!”  This is the signal for the players without the ball to find and tag their 

partner.  When tagged, the two players stand on opposite sides of a nearby polyspot and 

wait. When the music begins again, all of the partners begin passing the ball back and 

forth as the game continues.  

 

Closure/Cool-Down/Stretching [What I Learned Today (WILT)]: The students are 

in a large circle formation and perform a variety of stretching exercises.  During the 

stretches, the teacher asks “What did you learn today?”  The teacher will call on 

numerous students as they share what they learned in physical education class that day.  

“What I Learned Today” (WILT) is a neat closure activity that will provide your 

students with a ready-made answer when their parents ask: “What did you learn in 

school today?” 

 

  



  

 “The Virtual PE Administrator: 
Bring Integrity Back to PE!” 

  
Background: “The Virtual PE Administrator” is the name of a new web-
based software (http://www.virtualpe.net) designed by the Great Activities 
Publishing Company to help K-12 physical educators to track and monitor 
student success over time.  
 
Features: This innovative platform comes pre-loaded with your State 
Standards, curriculum guides, instructional gym charts, and other needed 
teaching aides.  
 
A Complete Curriculum & Assessment Platform: By using the VPE 
Administrator, teachers can grade and assess students, print out PE Progress 
Reports, and e-mail achievement certificates directly home to parents as 
needed.  Created to establish a district-wide standardized assessment and 
grading process, the Virtual PE Administrator is currently being use by 
large and small school districts across the United States with great success! 
 
Current School Districts: 
 

• Currituck County Schools, North Carolina 
• El Paso Independent School District, Texas 
• Jackson County Schools, North Carolina 
• Kingfisher Schools, Oklahoma 
• Los Angeles Unified School District, California 
• Macon County Schools, North Carolina 
• New Fairfield Public Schools, Connecticut 
• Pittsfield Public Schools, Massachusetts 
• Shadyside Local School District, Ohio 
• Union County Schools, North Carolina 
• West Fargo Schools, North Dakota 
• Winston-Salem/Forysth County Schools, North Carolina 
• Woodford County Schools, Kentucky 

 

 



 
The Virtual PE Administrator 

 
 

 
 
 
Background: The following information pertains to the development of a new web-
based curriculum and assessment platform for K-12 physical education programs.  
Designed to be the “state-level solution to a national problem,” the Virtual Physical 
Education Administrator is a complete instructional package for today’s physical 
educators.   
 
 

"The simplicity and flexibility of the Virtual PE Administrator 
can be used to help those of us in higher education with our  

PETE (physical education teacher education) students." 
Dr. Melissa Parker 

University of Northern Colorado 
 

 
"The Virtual PE Administrator will draw the millenials who are  

aspiring PE teachers into aligning all instruction with standards –  
properly assessing learners along the way on 'what matters most.'" 

Dr. Patricia McDiarmid 
Springfield College, Massachusetts 

 
 

"This new instructional tool will bring the necessary resources to the 
poorer school systems and give all teachers new, more effective teaching and 

assessment ideas.  It is exciting to think about having the Virtual PE Administrator 
provided to all PE teachers in our state (Tennessee) and eventually nationwide." 

Dr. Diana Mozen 
East Tennessee State University 



 



Screen Shots – Sample Student PE Progress Report 
 
 

 
 
Screen Shots – Sample Class Report 
 

 



Screen Shots – Your “PE Home Page” 
 

 
 
 
 
Screen Shots – Sample Resources 
 

PE Power Standards Teacher 
Handbooks for K-2, 3-5, 6-8,  
and High School (see below) -  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
PE Power Standards Gym Posters and Instructional Charts 
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